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Foreword

Our continuous pursuit of progress has brought 

change and improved efficiency to the 

foundation of Dusk Network. 



In October of 2020, we released our initial 

Economic Model Paper; a comprehensive 

document detailing the token economics of the 

Dusk Network infrastructure, as envisioned for 

testnet and mainnet. 



Since then, our Research & Development 

department has made significant strides in 

improving the efficiency and capabilities of the 

protocol. One of the public changes has been the 

merging of our Block Generator and Provisioner 

roles, streamlining the staking process. But that’s 

not all. Such advancements are already 

benefiting our stakers, and will benefit the 

network’s users as well. 

The new consensus algorithm selects the Block 

Generator from the pool of Provisioners and will 

allow for a lower minimum staking threshold of 

1,000 DUSK to operate a node.



We can now present you with the up-to-date 

iteration of the Insights & Highlights document, 

aimed at providing context and clarity to the 

protocol’s internal economics.



We’re incredibly proud of the many refinements 

we’ve made since our initial paper, ensuring that 

the infrastructure launched at mainnet is indeed 

an optimized version of the protocol. These 

changes will also be apparent in our testnet, 

where the community will be the first to 

experience (and provide feedback on) the 

network.


Thank you for supporting Dusk Network as we build the infrastructure for the future of finance.

By Emanuele Francioni
Consensus Architect & Economic Model Paper author

http://Staking.Dusk.Network
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Introduction

This document replaces the Economic Model 

Paper and Insights & Highlights documents 

published in October of 2020

What is an Economic Model Paper?

A document detailing specific data regarding the incentivization of participants 

within the network (i.e. stakers & node runners). Their participation is necessary 

to preserve the security of the protocol, and participants are compensated 

rewards.  


In practice, an Economic Model Paper presents a host of data, including the 

emission schedule for block rewards, allocation of development funds among 

predetermined segments, expected block times, Return on Investment (ROI) 

estimations, and the tokens allocated to consensus participants. 

http://Staking.Dusk.Network
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Nodes

Nodes play an important role in the network’s 

consensus algorithm. Prospective node runners 

can become Provisioners by staking their DUSK 

tokens.   

Our Succinct Attestation consensus mechanism 

is highly performant and provides clear final 

settlement of transactions. 

Settlement finality is an important requirement 

for financial use cases, which cannot be 

addressed by the popular Proof-of-Work 

consensus mechanism used by Bitcoin, Ethereum 

and others.

Block Generation explained

Provisioners have to stake DUSK in order to be eligible to participate in 

the Provisioner Committee and to be selected as Block Generator for any 

given round. As long as their stake is active - and their full-node is 

connected with the internet and running - they are participating in the 

consensus rounds.

The Provisioner Committees are tasked with validating, voting, and re-propagating the candidate 

block that should be added to the chain. The Block Generator proposes its block to the Provisioner 

Committees in a multi-step process, which, if successful, results in accepting such a block into the 

blockchain.

http://Staking.Dusk.Network
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Block Rewards

The reward for consensus participants comprises all transaction fees in the block that the consensus 

participants validated, together with the additional incentive of a specific block reward of newly minted 

DUSK tokens, the amount of which is regulated by the Token Emission Schedule.



The Provisioner that is selected as Block Generator for a given round receives the entirety of the block 

rewards, save for a part that is reserved for the Community Development Fund.



Provisioners in committees do not directly share in the block rewards but need to be active to have a 

chance of being selected as Block Generator. The probability for their selection is proportional to their 

stake.

Block Reward Distribution

90%
The Provisioner selected 

as the Block Generator.

10%
Development Fund

Development Fund

The development fund is financed via a self-funding mechanism. A minor portion 

(10%) of the block reward is allocated to the development fund treasury. The 

treasury is used to fund community development efforts and to ensure the 

longevity of Dusk Network.

http://Staking.Dusk.Network
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Mainnet Staking

REQUIREMENTS

Staking requires users to lock in DUSK. Provisioners are expected to lock a minimum of 1,000 DUSK for 

participation, with no staking ceiling present for those who want to exceed this number. This minimum 

commitment ensures that the network’s nodes are reliable.

Block Times

Block finalization in an ideal scenario is set to a minimum of 8 seconds. However, 

the target block time for the network is 15 seconds. In the condition of a 

highly adversarial network with loose synchronism, the block time may inflate 

quite significantly, as the consensus would be required to run through a higher 

number of iterations before reaching an agreement. The expectation is for the 

consensus algorithm to reach agreement in just one iteration in normal or slightly 

adversarial conditions. The maximum amount of allowed iterations is 70.

Provisioner

From 1,000 DUSK | No maximum cap

Finalized Blocks Per Year

Under ideal circumstances 3,155,760 blocks will be finalized and 

added to the blockchain each and every year. Under pessimistic  

circumstances, this number would shrink down to 1,559,686 blocks 

per year, as it would take more time for the blocks to be finalized.

http://Staking.Dusk.Network
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Calculating ROI

While the requirements to become a consensus 

participant on Dusk Network are definitive, the 

amount of blocks finalized and added to the 

blockchain may vary per year. A faster average 

block time will mean consensus participants earn 

more, as block rewards are issued based on 

blocks finalized, and vice versa.

Assuming that Provisioners stake 100,000 

DUSK on average.

Idealized conditions assume an average of 

10 second block times and 3,155,760 blocks 

per year.

Pessimistic conditions assume 20 second 

block times on average and 1,559,686 blocks 

per year.

By utilizing the combined data mentioned above, we can estimate the expected ROI based on the total 

token supply locked by Provisioners, assuming idealized block times throughout.

Expected  ROI on DUSK locked under idealized block time assumption

Active Provisioners Total Supply Locked Expected ROI

500 50.000.000 ≥  90,89 %

1,000 100.000.000 ≥  45,45 %

2,000 200.000.000 ≥  22,72 %

4,000 400.000.000 ≥ 11,36 %

http://Staking.Dusk.Network
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Token Emission Schedule

Block rewards incentivize the participation of nodes in the network, which is vital for the security of the 

blockchain. Over time, transaction fees are expected to increase and, in response, the number of newly 

minted DUSK will decrease.



The token emission schedule specifies how many DUSK are minted per block created. 

Token emission schedule per block interval

Block Interval
Emission


Per Block

Total Emitted


Amount

Total


Supply

Estimated Time


Span Per Interval

1 - 12.500.000 16 200.000.000 700.000.000 4 - 8 years

12.500.001 - 18.750.000 12,8 80.000.000 780.000.000 2 - 4 years

18.750.001 - 25.000.000 9,6 60.000.000 840.000.000 2 - 4 years

25.000.001 - 31.250.000 8 50.000.000 890.000.000 2 - 4 years

31.250.001 - 37.500.000 6,4 40.000.000 930.000.000 2 - 4 years

37.500.001 - 43.750.000 4,8 30.000.000 960.000.000 2 - 4 years

43.750.001 - 50.000.000 3,2 20.000.000 980.000.000 2 - 4 years

50.000.001 - 62.500.000 1,6 20.000.000 1.000.000.000 2 - 4 years

Capped Supply

DUSK is a capped-supply token. We estimate that the final interval 

at the 62,500,000th block will be reached in 2050, providing 

subsidy to consensus participants for many decades to come.

http://Staking.Dusk.Network
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Token Emission Schedule

Where Bitcoin uses ‘halvings’ to cut the token emission rate in half at predetermined intervals, Dusk 

Network utilizes more frequent intervals with smaller reductions to ease the transition at those 

times.

Provisioners collaborate together in Provisioner Committees to finalize a block. In each round, there 

are three committees with 64 Provisioners chosen for each per block, and we need 67% of them to 

vote to reach consensus.

Our previous consensus mechanism incorporated two separate staking roles: Block Generators & 

Provisioners. By merging the two roles in the Succinct Attestation consensus mechanism, we’ve 

shielded network participants from excessive transaction fees and streamlined the process to the 

benefit of all parties.

Provisioner stakes on mainnet will be transparent, allowing for more precise estimates of Return on 

Investment. 

http://Staking.Dusk.Network


Staking is live.  
Join as a Provisioner through our dedicated staking portal.

Join Dusk Network Today

Discord

Dusk.Network

@DuskFoundation

Staking.Dusk.Network

https://discord.gg/dusknetwork
https://dusk.network/
https://twitter.com/duskfoundation
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